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11 November 2021

The following letter of complaint is being sent to the Press Ombudsman to ask them to
ENFORCE the RULES of the Press Code. It will serve as a test to determine if the
Ombudsman is controlled by Pfizer.

ask the public to re-tweet this story to EVERYONE, Twitter is one of the few media that
ALLOW FACTS, not propaganda, to destroy traditional vaccines, damaging public health.

It serves as KEY to understanding why so many FAILED to read the MANUFACTURER'S
description, and EMA, of a genetic 2-year EXPERIMENT, effects UNKNOWN, as NEVER
used before, unlike vaccines.

I can advise the public that the People's Party Ireland has collected signed documents from
members of the public, describing that they took the mRNA after the Times and RTE
convincing them it was a vaccine with NO side effects.

Although sadly some are now dead, they are authorized to use in forthcoming legal cases
against media campaigns to discredit vaccines in favor of mRNA genetic altering A
mechanical DEVICE.

I would draw your attention to a recent article by Conor Gallagher, Crime Correspondent for
the Times, he being an Anti-vaxxer, INTENT on replacing vaccines with, according to EMA,
mRNA, effects unknown.

Much evidence has been collected, and is part of an ongoing criminal investigation by Garda
Ombudsman, into activities of Anti-vaxers like Mr. Gallagher, INTENT on turning people off
vaccines.

The recent article and similar in Sunday Independent, now under investigation along with
Newstalk, focus on a group of journalists attacking Andy Heasman and Dee Wall, who is the
main opposition to mRNA.

We have evidence of an inner ring of police superintendents and judges arranging fraud
cases to damage confidence in vaccines and encourage mRNA guinea pigs experiments on
humans, NOT rats.

Several superintendents have, in the Mayo area and particularly the Mayo Courts,
repeatedly FRAMED the public to create FEAR and push the use of mRNA, using
newspapers and RTE to misinform the public.

In a recent conspiracy theory, Conor Galagher claims that Dee Wall and Ariiiy Heasman are
Anti-vaxxers, a threat to Tanaiste and others, by protesting outside houses, stating the
Garda account of threat.



He stated Garda from Bray and Greystones, AT THE SCENE said protest passed off
WITHOUT incident, as all others have done, so NO threat. The only threat is calling the
mRNA experiment 2 years before results, SAFE.

He calls these two people Anti-vaxers and in line with planned media police push, has
created an air that these people MUST be silenced to PROTECT launch of mRNA sales.

It is on public record that these two people support use of SAFE vaccines but wish to list the
side effects of, according to Pfizer, a.2 year mRNA experiment, effects UNKNOWN, apart
from 327 side effects.

The Times wishes to promote mRNA, only months into a 2-year experiment in which the
EMA state has killed over 28,000 and injured almost 3 million, just in the EU, likely to destroy
confidence in vaccines.

Many doctors have agreed to testify in Court, that media-such as Prof. O'Neil, received per
public records, 26,277,000 euros from Pfizer, to encourage mRNA to REPLACE vaccines.

World data on CDC and WHO confirm MORE deaths in a few months from mRNA than in
over 20 years of vaccines. This person wishes to call mRNA a vaccine, CONTRARY to EMA
description.

This person stated that the protest was condemned by TDs. Perhaps TDs saying
UNTESTED, NEVER used before, results at END of the experiment being called SAFE A
vaccine by the Times, IS to be CONDEMNED.

The Times goes on to commit PERJURY and break. Principle 5.4 of the Press Code: must
NOT publish material INTENDED to cause grave offense, and stir up hatred for a person,
and incite police response.

The Times DELIBERATELY suggested police action with the statement that Andy Heasman
received 2 months prison sentence last December for NOT wearing a mask on a bus, and
gave his home address, inviting public response, harm.

The Times would be aware that in Principle 5.1, Privacy is PROTECTED by the Constitution
and EU Convention on Human Rights, incorporated into Irish Law. Private, family life, home
address, correspondence, MUST be respected. Mr. Gallagher committed PERJURY, under
the 2021 Perjury Act with regards to his description of Andy Heasman, false material claims,
and alleged criminal. record, to cause FEAR and APPREHENSION to the public.

The People's Party Ireland has a written reply from the Times, January 2021, in which they
admitted PERJURY. Andy Heasman was NOT in Court for NO mask on the bus, he was in
court for TALKING on a PUBLIC park, NOT a crime.

The police and judge FRAMED him with RTE and the Times Court Press Release BEFORE
the end of the court case. Papers read 2 months jail for NOT wearing a mask, yet Court
records confirm NO mask charge.



He was brought to court because police had to get off the bus WITHOUT charging a NO
mask. His video EVIDENCE showed he had explained Section 296 of.31A Regulations state
must NOT wear masks if stressed.

In addition, the Attorney General, higher than a judge, confirmed in the High Court, that 31A
is ONLY ADVICE, not Law. The Equality Act 2010 IS STATUTE Law and states NO company
can force you to wear a mask. The People's Party Ireland has Certified documents that the
Court was notified of the case DISMISSED as Prejudicial. The judge and police have
released the result BEFORE the case ended, the victim refused to present his evidence.

Records confirm Court did NOT dispute DISMISSAL within 21 days Statutory right to
dispute. Records also confirm numerous FRAUD summonses by DPP to cover up judge and
police crime.

Mr. Gallagher confesses in the latest article to committing PERJURY, to repeat the same
mask allegation the Times withdrew in January 2021 to Mis-inform the public, to pretend you
get 2 months jail if NO mask

.

Knowingly Mis-informing the public to assist police and judges to cause Fear and
Apprehension, collecting taxpayers money for fraud cases, is 5 years jail term, under Section
12 of the Criminal Law Act, 1976.

This person also accused Dee Wall of similar; published her details to INCITE HATRED and
Fear, Mrs. Wall, having received over 15 FRAUDULENT summonses, „ on NO charges, all
thrown out.

Like the Independent newspaper, he incited HATRED and caused many REAL threats and
framing from police. Falsely implying action by garda over threats made to the President, he
PRETENDS.

Records confirm she made COMICAL remarks about the President, far LESS threatening
than the threats received from the public, resulting from INCITEMENT caused by LIES of Mr.
Gallagher.

Perhaps Mr Gallagher should be more concerned about his remarks that it is GOOD that
GPs encouraged patients to get vaccinated for Covid 19. This means he agrees with
concealing public knowledge.

The People's Party Ireland sent to the Times in January 2021, the Certified` HSE and HPRA
medical position. In C839 they confirm NO proof virus exists, as also CDC has stated.

They also state in C851 NO proof mRNA works and C852 proof mRNA is dangerous, in
addition, EMA proof of 28,000 dead and almost 3 million injured, NO more mRNA for them.
The media did this.

HSE CERTIFIED documents, often seen on Twitter, the media that ALLOWS Certified
FACTS, not Times SPECULATION, state truth called CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM, for
informed decisions.



Also, HSE C848 NO proof mask work, C849 proof masks are dangerous, C850 NO proof
social distancing works, C846 NO proof general lockdowns work, and C847 NO proof elderly
lockdowns work,

As a result of the Times, the Independent, and RTE, according to FOI, ALL funded by HSE
and Pfizer, CONCEALING THIS PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE, they WILL face LIFE imprisonment
under the 1990 Criminal Justice Act.

The People's Party Ireland has on request from the EU Parliament, sent much EVIDENCE to
assist the investigation into EMA, Pfizer, and private media companies providing
Misinformation to assist Manslaughter for pay.

Likewise, the FRAUD cases by private companies, formerly Garda, now owned by Courts
Service, to assist judges, particularly in Mayo, to EXPLOIT medical FEAR, are under EU
Court investigation.

I will advise the public of Press Ombudsman's investigation into media SELECTING
members of the public as TARGETS to cause medical and legal FEAR. to SELL mRNA to
damage vaccine trust


